
World-class Italian Cuisine





On October 20, 1994, we opened our restaurant  
with a vision of providing excellent service, el-
egant surroundings, and the very best in cuisine.

As the owner of Ristorante Massimo, my passion  
remains the same as the day we opened—to 
consistently provide our guests with the finest in 
cuisine and service.  

We continue to combine the freshest and most 
flavorful seasonal ingredients in our rendering 
of Italian cuisine, all artistically presented by our 
executive chef and our skilled staff—the truly 
talented artists behind the dining masterpieces.  
So relax, enjoy, and let us pamper you with hos-
pitality as we transport you to Florence, Rome, 
and Venice.  

At Ristorante Massimo, authentic Italian food is 
more than our passion—it is our life’s work.

Grazie e Buon Appetito
Massimo Morgia

Il cibo é l’essenza della vita...
      Food is the Essence of Life.
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Massimo’s award winning wine list is designed to exquisitely comple-
ment our menu selections. Significant vintages that tease the tongue, 
resonate in the mouth, and finish with purpose.

Wines to Savor

Service is never an afterthought. It’s  
intrinsic to preeminent restaurants.  
It sets superior restaurants apart and 
makes the best bistros buzz. Our 
skilled and thoughtful waitstaf f is 
deeply attuned to every need of each 
guest—providing first-class hospitality  
as found in the world’s most celebrated  
restaurants.

Extraordinary Hospitality



European Ambiance in  
    the Heart of New England

Nestled like a  hidden jewel in historic downtown Portsmouth, New 
Hampshire, Massimo’s warmly lit brick and stone grotto walls, fresh 
flowers, and oil paintings of magnificent Italian landscapes trans-
port guests to Florence, Rome, and Venice. Guests relax in a richly  
appointed atmosphere beneath mahogany-beamed ceilings, and  
private parties unwind in their own intimate dining room.
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Only the finest. We select seafood,  
meats, fruits, and vegetables based  
on freshness, variety, and—most  
important—flavor. We actively seek  
seasonal ingredients, cure our own 
meats, and make our own bread and 
pasta from scratch. 

Thoroughly unforgettable...

Creative     Approach



Ristorante Massimo offers authentic  
dishes from all regions of Italy. 
From innovative concepts to time-
less Italian favorites, our executive  
chef creates each dish with a dis-
tinctive, refined touch. 

Unbelievably satisfying...

Creative     Approach
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Enjoy Massimo’s 
in Private

Ristorante Massimo is the perfect location for 
your corporate events or special occasions 
for your family and friends. Our elegant and 
private room accommodates parties of up to 
twenty guests. 

Special arrangements can be made for larger 
groups, and state-of-the-art audiovisual equip-
ment is available.
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Let us whisk  
  you away to 
   another realm





59 Penhallow Street, Portsmouth NH 03801 
(603) 436 4000 • www.RistoranteMassimo.com

Est. 1994




